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Abstract

Nearing the end of its second decade, the overdose crisis in the United States continues to claim tens of thousands of lives. Despite the rhetorical emphasis on a “public health” approach, criminal law and its enforcement continue to play a central role among policy responses to this crisis. A legacy of the 1980s War on Drugs, statutory provisions that implicate drug distributors in overdose fatalities are on the books in many U.S. jurisdictions and federally. This Article articulates an interdisciplinary critique of these “drug-induced homicide” laws at a time of their increased popularity, expanding scope, and aggressive prosecution. That these policy mechanisms are deployed under the banner of overdose prevention invites a critical public health lens to their re-examination.

After tracing the trajectory of the overdose crisis, this Article examines the role of drug-induced homicide laws as exemplars of U.S. drug policy’s reliance on criminal law to address problematic substance use. An empirical analysis of publicized drug-induced homicide cases documents a rapid and accelerating diffusion of prosecutions in many hard-hit jurisdictions; pronounced racial disparities in enforcement and sentencing; and broad misclassification of friends, partners, family members, and others as “dealers.” In addition to crowding out evidence-based interventions and investments, these policies and prosecutions run at direct cross-purposes to public health efforts that encourage witnesses to summon lifesaving help during overdose events. At a time of crisis, drug-induced homicide laws and prosecutions represent a false prophecy of retribution, deterrence, and incapacitation. These findings support further efforts to demobilize criminal law and criminal justice actors from responding to drug-related harms in the U.S. as elsewhere.
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INTRODUCTION

On April 14, 2010, Joshua Banka went on a drug-using spree in the city of Nevada, Iowa. After crushing and injecting oxycodone pills he had stolen from a friend, Banka and his wife Tammy Noragon Banka drove to a nearby town to purchase heroin. Banka, who had a long history of substance use, had recently reinitiated using heroin after abstaining for six months. A dealer named Marcus Burrage sold Banka one gram of heroin in a grocery store parking lot. The couple cooked and injected some of the drug in the car immediately following the transaction and then again later upon returning home. After his wife had gone to sleep in the early hours of April 15, 2010, Banka injected another batch.

The next morning, Noragon found her husband’s lifeless body on the bathroom floor and called 911. In conducting a death-scene investigation, police found drug paraphernalia, about half of the recently procured heroin, and a cocktail of prescription pills. Subjected to questioning, the bereaved wife picked Marcus Burrage out of a photo lineup as the dealer who had sold them the ill-fated bag the night before.

Noragon was never arrested, but Burrage was soon apprehended and charged with heroin distribution. After taking over this seemingly unremarkable drug case, federal prosecutors charged Burrage with a seldom-used, but powerful enhancement under the federal Controlled Substances Act. This provision—§ 841(b)(1)(C)—mandates a sentence of twenty years to life in cases when “death . . . results from the use of [the] substance” unlawfully distributed by the accused.

At trial, two toxicologists testified to the presence of multiple substances in Banka’s body at the time of death. In addition to heroin, this included metabolites of prescription opioid analgesics and benzodiazepines. As depressants, all these drugs act synergistically to slow down the central nervous system, including
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8 Id. (noting that the drugs included opioid analgesics and benzodiazepines).
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12 Id. § 841(b)(1)(C).
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respiration control. In view of multiple-drug toxicity, the experts opined that heroin was likely an important “contributing” factor, but its causal role in Banka’s death could not be determined. Nonetheless, Burrage was convicted on both the distribution and “death results” charges, triggering the twenty-year minimum sentence mandated under § 841(b)(1)(C).

After losing on appeal at the District and then the Circuit levels, this case was granted certiorari by the U.S. Supreme Court. There, Burrage’s contention that the language in § 841(b)(1)(C)’s “death results” enhancement requires “but-for” causation finally carried the day. Writing for the unanimous Court, the late Justice Scalia rebuffed the Government’s reading of the enhancement, ultimately rejecting its application in cases where the drug was not an independently sufficient cause of death.

In reaching this decision, Justice Scalia deliberated about the Government’s predictions that the provision’s narrow construction would “unduly limit[] criminal responsibility” and run counter to public policy. In addition to the customary retribution rationale—that drug dealers deserve severe sanctions based on their high level of blame—the Government advanced a broader narrative of deterrence. Without providing any empirical evidence, it contended that “extremely stiff penalties” are a way to send a “clear message” to drug dealers. The goal articulated by the provision’s drafters—and implied by the Government in Burrage—was to “prevent further drug-related deaths.”

Justice Scalia was characteristically acerbic in responding to the Government’s predictions of a “public policy disaster” if the charge implicating Marcus Burrage in
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15 Id.; see also Jermaine Jones et al., Polydrug Abuse: A Review of Opioid and Benzodiazepine Combination Use, 125 Drug & Alcohol Dependence 8, 8–18 (2012), https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3454351/ [http://perma.cc/7QM4-862M].
16 Brief for the United States, supra note 2, at 7–9 (noting that the drugs included opioid analgesics and benzodiazepines).
17 Burrage, 571 U.S. at 208–09.
18 Id. at 208.
19 Id. at 218–19 (holding that “a defendant cannot be liable under the penalty enhancement provision of 21 U.S.C. § 841(b)(1)(C) unless such use is a but-for cause of the death or injury”).
20 Note that the decision was only unanimous in judgment, but not in reasoning. Justice Ginsburg separately wrote a concurring opinion, joined by Justice Sotomayor. Further, Justice Alita did not join Part III-B—the portion of the case discussing the rationale regarding “but-for” causation. Thus, only five justices in total signed onto the decision’s resting on lack of but-for causation.
21 Burrage, 571 U.S. at 218–19.
22 Id. at 216 (quoting Brief for the United States, supra note 2, at 24) (alteration in original).
23 Brief for the United States, supra note 2, at 4.
Joshua Banka’s accidental overdose were vacated. But the late Justice’s opinion never critiqued the deployment of such prosecutions—and the underlying statutory provisions—as instruments of overdose prevention. This Article endeavors to do just that.

Nearing the end of its second decade, the crisis of fatal opioid-involved overdose in the United States continues unabated. In fact, the crisis has gone from bad to worse, but not for the lack of evidence about how it can be brought under control. There is broad agreement that reducing opioid overdose deaths requires wider distribution of the opioid antidote naloxone, rapid scale-up in evidence-based treatment, and reducing stigma associated with substance use and addiction.

Progress on these—and other—vital measures remains abysmally slow, both in

25 *Burrage*, 571 U.S. at 216–17 (noting that federal prosecutors had a track record of successfully applying § 841(b)(1)(C) in other cases involving multiple-drug toxicity, with the operative difference that the experts were less ambivalent about the role of the substance in the fatal outcome). From a practical perspective, even if the prosecutors could not secure a conviction on the “death results” enhancement, the accused would still typically receive a substantial sentence on the underlying drug trafficking charge. See id.

26 Perhaps a missed opportunity for public health-minded observers to submit an amicus brief. Such an Amicus was recently submitted in a Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court case involving a drug-induced homicide charge, see Brief for the Comm. for Public Counsel Services et al., Commonwealth v. Carrillo, 2019 WL 400620 (Mass. 2019) (No. SJC–12617); see also Leo Beletsky et al., *Advancing Public Health Through the Law: The Role of Legal Academics: Workshop Report* (Northeastern University School of Law Research Paper No. 110-2012, 2012) (calling for increased involvement among public health legal academics in different areas of litigation touching on public health issues).


28 See id.

terms of translating empirical evidence into policy and implementing programs on the ground.\textsuperscript{30}

Meanwhile, progress has been far from sluggish in deploying § 841(b)(1)(C) and similar state-level prosecutions as a response to fatal drug overdoses. Since Joshua Banka’s death in 2010, such prosecutions have surged at least threefold to now number in the thousands per year,\textsuperscript{31} while news mentions of drug-induced homicide cases rise in tandem.\textsuperscript{32} During this period, a growing list of states passed—and many more are considering—new provisions to enhance such charges.\textsuperscript{33} At the time of this writing, thirty-six states had deployed these prosecutions in response to the opioid crisis.\textsuperscript{34}

In 2017, over 70,000 people died from drug overdoses.\textsuperscript{35} Drawing on their established role as the go-to experts on drug policy, law enforcement leaders and organizations have advanced drug-induced homicide laws and prosecutions as a core element of our society’s response to this mass calamity.\textsuperscript{36} There are numerous ways

\textsuperscript{30} FACING ADDICTION, supra note 29, at 1–2; see also Barrot Lambdin et al., Identifying Gaps in the Implementation of Naloxone Programs for Laypersons in the United States, 52 INT’L J. DRUG POL’Y 52, 52–55 (2018) (describing the gap in overdose education and naloxone distribution programs); Noa Krawczyk et al., Only One in Twenty Justice-Referral Adults in Specialty Treatment for Opioid Use Receive Methadone or Buprenorphine, 36 HEALTH AFF. 2046, 2050 (2017) (noting that only 1 in 20 individuals (4.6%) referred through the criminal justice system to opioid use disorder treatment received appropriate agonist medications).


to scrutinize this paradigm. From a doctrinal standpoint, deployment of harsh criminal penalties in retribution for unintended conduct raises thorny normative and constitutional issues.\footnote{See generally Guyora Binder, The Culpability of Felony Murder, 83 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 965 (2008) (providing a comprehensive overview of the empirical and doctrinal scholarship on felony murder).} As they relate to the felony murder doctrine, those questions have been explored elsewhere by scholars expert in history, epistemology, and theory of criminal law.\footnote{See, e.g., id.; Mary Ellen Gale, Retribution, Punishment, and Death, 18 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 973 (1985) (arguing that various justifications for punishment are not sufficient for capital punishment); Paul Rubin & Joanna M. Shepherd, Tort Reform and Accidental Deaths, 50 J.L. & ECON. 221, 221–38 (2007).} The resulting consensus is nearly unanimous regarding felony murder and other provisions that are corollaries to drug-induced homicide—to be both bad law and bad criminal justice policy.\footnote{Binder, supra note 37, at 966 (“Legal scholars are almost unanimous in condemning felony murder as a morally indefensible form of strict liability.”); see also Jason Tashea, California Considering End to Felony Murder Rule, AM. BAR ASS’N (July 5, 2018), http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/california_considering_end_to_felony_murder_rule/ [http://perma.cc/Q67U-3KEL] (“Forty five states still have felony murder rules, 24 of which allow for the death penalty in such cases. Hawaii, Kentucky, Massachusetts and Michigan have abolished the rule by either legislation or through the courts.”).} And yet, drug-induced homicide laws persist in most jurisdictions.\footnote{LASALLE, supra note 31; NAT’L DIST. ATTORNEYS ASS’N, supra note 36.} Their surging deployment under the banner of overdose prevention adds new urgency to their reexamination, inviting a critical public health lens.\footnote{See generally James G. Hodge, Jr. et al., Emerging Legal Responses to Curb the Opioid Epidemic, 45 J.L. MED. & ETHICS 460 (2017) (summarizing the national shift towards characterizing the opioid epidemic as a public health emergency and the resulting legal pressures).}

This Article unfolds as follows: Part I provides an overview of the scope of the opioid “epidemic,” tracing its macabre trajectory from a crisis driven primarily by prescription analgesics to the rapid rise of fatalities involving black market drugs like heroin and, more recently, illicitly manufactured fentanyl. As the supposed antidote to problematic substance use,\footnote{Am. Psychiatr Ass’n, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders: Fifth Edition 483–85 (2013) (describing the key features of substance use disorders).} punishment has long been the central instrument of the U.S. drug control system.\footnote{Matthew R. Pembleton, Containing Addiction: The Federal Bureau of Narcotics and the Origins of America’s Global Drug War 21–22 (2017).} Part II challenges the widely held notion that a different, “public health” approach characterizes the response to the current crisis. To illustrate the continued centrality of punitive policy narratives and measures, Part III focuses on drug-induced homicide laws. After tracing their origins...
and theoretical underpinnings, this Part provides an instrumentalist critique of these criminal justice interventions. For the first time, this appraisal draws on an original dataset containing detailed information on 263 drug-induced homicide prosecutions between 2000 and 2016, as well as a broader analysis of the media infosphere on this issue.

The present analysis of key legal, logistical, and other case elements suggests that, while the number and scope of these laws have grown in the wake of the opioid crisis, prosecutions invoking these laws have proliferated even faster.\(^{44}\) Evaluated for the first time here, emerging trends in the deployment of these provisions raise grave concerns. Mapping onto existing racially disparate patterns of drug law and felony murder enforcement,\(^{45}\) there is evidence to suggest that prosecutors are applying drug-induced homicide charges selectively,\(^{46}\) resulting in gaping sentencing disparities between whites and people of color.\(^{47}\)

In contrast to the fact pattern in *Burrage*, however, approximately half of the drug-induced homicide charges in the dataset ensnared co-using friends, family, or romantic partners of the deceased.\(^{48}\) Had Tammy Noragon Banka handled the purchase and brought the heroin to her husband that fateful night, she could have been held liable for his death.\(^{49}\) Such common, but patently unjust application of these provisions magnify individual and community trauma. They also run at cross-purposes to 911 Good Samaritan laws and other efforts to encourage help-seeking during overdose events,\(^{50}\) while further fraying trust in the law and its enforcement
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46 See infra Figure 3.

47 See infra Figure 6.

48 See infra Figure 2.
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among people who use drugs.\textsuperscript{51} From a population perspective, a synthesis of existing research with original data presented here support the finding that drug-induced homicide laws and their deployment likely exacerbate fatal overdose risk, fueling the very problem they purport to address.

Ultimately, the invocation of drug-induced homicide to address the overdose crisis is symptomatic of U.S. overreliance on criminal law and its instruments to regulate problematic substance use. Drawing on the common law maxim \textit{salus populi suprema lex},\textsuperscript{52} public health must reclaim its historical role as the central objective in the design and application of legal systems, including criminal law.\textsuperscript{53} The overdose crisis provides an opportunity to reexamine criminal justice responses to drug policy challenges with that maxim in mind. A call for a substantial redesign of that response architecture completes this Article.

\section{I. The U.S. Overdose Crisis and Its Context}

\paragraph{A. The State of the Crisis}

The United States is undergoing one of the most alarming public health crises in its modern history. After a near fourfold rise in the rate of drug-related overdose fatalities since the beginning of this century,\textsuperscript{54} deployment of policies and financial resources to resolve the crisis have failed to do so.\textsuperscript{55} The untold devastation wrought on families, communities, and businesses across the country is adding to the already disproportionate burden on urban communities and people of color, in particular Native Americans and older African-American men in urban centers.\textsuperscript{56}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{51} Kathryn Casteel, \textit{A Crackdown on Drug Dealers Is Also a Crackdown on Drug Users}, \textit{FIVETHIRTYEIGHT} (Apr. 5, 2018, 6:00 AM), https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/a-crackdown-on-drug-dealers-is-also-a-crackdown-on-drug-users/ [http://perma.cc/Y5V5-DTDA].
  \item \textsuperscript{52} The maxim has been translated to mean “the welfare of the people is the supreme law.” See William J. Novak, \textit{Common Regulation: Legal Origins of State Power in America}, 45 \textit{HASTINGS L.J.} 1061, 1091 n.8 (1994).
  \item \textsuperscript{54} Hedegaard et al., supra note 35, at 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{55} Id.
Joshua Banka’s untimely death reflects the complexity of “opioid overdose” events, on several fronts. His death involved a mixture of opioids, along with additional sedatives and a slew of other substances. Polydrug toxicity currently accounts for the majority of deaths involving opioids, including powerful synthetics like fentanyl and its analogues. Returning to drug use after a period of abstinence is another known risk factor for opioid poisonings, which also likely contributed to Banka’s death.
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58 Detoxification or abstinence-based drug treatment, criminal detention, and other episodes of forced interruption in opioid use dramatically lower an individual’s tolerance. See Ingrid A. Binswanger et al., Release from Prison—A High Risk of Death for Former Inmates, 356 NEW ENG. J. MED. 157, 160–61 tbl.3 (2007) (showing that among Washington State prisoners, drug overdose was the leading cause of death among former inmates); see also Derek C. Chang et al., A Case of Opioid Overdose and Subsequent Death After Medically Supervised Withdrawal: The Problematic Role of Rapid Tapers for Opioid Use Disorder, 12 J. ADDICTION MED. 80, 82 (2018); P.B. Christensen et al., Mortality Among Danish Drug Users Released from Prison, 2 INT’L J. PRISONER HEALTH 13, 17 (2006); Shane Darke and Michael Farrell, Would Legalizing Illicit Opioids Reduce Overdose Fatalities? Implications From a Natural Experiment, 109 ADDICTION 1, 3–4 (2014); Michael Farrell &
Another important element of overdoses involving opioids is that they create an opportunity for life-saving intervention. Basic first aid and timely administration of the opioid antidote naloxone reverses the deadly coma; this prevents overdoses from turning fatal and helps people live to see another day. Combined, overdose education and naloxone distribution (OEND) into the community have saved thousands of lives.

But such efforts have long sparked controversy, raising concerns about sending the “wrong message” and “enabling” immoral behavior. The argument against naloxone distribution posits that doing so might push people who use drugs toward ever-more risky practices—what economists call “moral hazard.” Public health researchers evaluating naloxone distribution have looked for behaviors reflecting moral hazard, finding none. With few exceptions, analyses of naloxone’s moral

John Marsden, Acute Risk of Drug-Related Death Among Newly Released Prisoners in England and Wales, 103 A DI C T I O N 251, 252–54 (2007); Jonathon Giftos & Lello Tesema, When Less Is More: Reforming the Criminal Justice Response to the Opioid Epidemic, 57 A M . B A R A S ’ N J U D G E S ’ J. 28, 28 (2018) (“The criminal justice system confers significant additional health risks to patients with an opioid use disorder. Forced detoxification from opioids while incarcerated lowers a patient’s opioid tolerance and is associated with a 129-times increased risk of overdose death in the first two weeks after release into the community. And untreated opioid withdrawal—a syndrome characterized by vomiting, diarrhea, intense muscle cramps, and paralyzing anxiety—is a major risk factor for suicide in jails and prisons.”).


62 See FACING ADDICTION, supra note 29, at 4-12–4-13.


hazard reflect findings across various harm-reduction interventions, such as HPV vaccination\textsuperscript{67} and HIV treatment as prevention,\textsuperscript{68} showing that health benefits far outweigh hypothetical risks.\textsuperscript{69} Much maligned by similarly misguided concerns, opioid agonist therapy (OAT) with maintenance medications including methadone and buprenorphine help to slash overdose risk by 50–80 percent.\textsuperscript{70}

Harm reduction infrastructure, including syringe service programs (SSPs), facilitate overdose prevention by linking individuals with opioid use disorder to OEND, substance use treatment, and other services. But these programs have been embroiled in controversy and are subject to legal and policy resistance, limiting their number and scope in the United States.\textsuperscript{71} The same goes for other measures known to facilitate overdose prevention, including safe consumption facilities (SCFs). These programs—which are linked to individual- and community-level overdose fatality reduction—provide a space for drug use under the supervision of trained

\textsuperscript{67} See Monica L. Kasting et al., Tempest in a Teapot: A Systematic Review of HPV Vaccination and Risk Compensation Research, 12 HUM. VACCINES & IMMUNOTHERAPEUTICS 1435, 1447 (2016).


\textsuperscript{69} See, e.g., Jermaine D. Jones et al., No Evidence of Compensatory Drug Use Risk Behavior Among Heroin Users After Receiving Take-Home Naloxone, 71 ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS 104, 104–06 (2017) (finding that concerns of increased risk behavior among opioid users treated with naloxone are often unfounded).

\textsuperscript{70} Leo Beletsky, 21st Century Cures for the Overdose Crisis: Promise, Impact, and Missed Opportunities, 44 AM. J.L. & MED. 359, 365 (2018). For an overview of the evidence supporting the overdose prevention benefits of OAT, see id. at 361–63.

\textsuperscript{71} See Beletsky et al., Prevention of Fatal Opioid Overdose, supra note 61, at 1863 (discussing the need for FDA action to approve syringe delivery systems). Nevertheless, syringe exchange—a vital public health tool—is only authorized in 21 U.S. states and in the District of Columbia. Laws Related to Syringe Exchange, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, https://www.cdc.gov/hepatitis/policy/SyringeExchange.htm [https://perma.cc/5GM9-5TWE] (last updated Sept. 28, 2017). Even when authorized by state or local law, SSPs remain substantially under-resourced. Until recently, SSPs could not be supported by federal funds, and funds still cannot be used to purchase of actual syringes. Traci C. Green et al., Life After the Ban: An Assessment of US Syringe Exchange Programs’ Attitudes About and Early Experiences with Federal Funding, 102 AM. J. HEALTH e9, e9 (2012). The CDC estimates that the U.S. is in need of substantial additional syringe exchange capacity to bring this proven intervention up to scale. See Danae Bixler et al., Access to Syringe Services Programs—Kentucky, North Carolina, and West Virginia, 2013–2017, 67 MORBIDITY & MORTALITY WKLY. REP. 529, 532 (2018).
staff.\textsuperscript{72} Not one such site is currently authorized to operate in the United States, however.\textsuperscript{73} The bottom line is that, when it comes to policies that hold considerable empirical promise for addressing the overdose crisis, we know what to do; we just are not doing enough of it.\textsuperscript{74}

\textbf{B. Framing the “Opioid Epidemic”}

The United States is a nation in pain,\textsuperscript{75} with over 100 million adults complaining of pain in the last three months.\textsuperscript{76} Puzzlingly, Americans report being in pain more frequently and at higher severity than “citizens of other advanced, and even not-so-advanced, countries.”\textsuperscript{77} It should come as no surprise that America’s consumption of opioid painkillers—along with numerous other psychoactive medications—tops world rankings.\textsuperscript{78} Americans’ love affair with opioids has


\textsuperscript{73} Siegel, \textit{Supervised Injection Sites Above Ground}, supra note 72.


\textsuperscript{75} See generally Inst. of Med. of the Nat’l Acad., Relieving Pain in America: A Blueprint for Transforming Prevention, Care, Education, and Research (2011).


\textsuperscript{77} David G. Blanchflower & Andrew Oswald, Inst. of Labor Econ., No. 11184, Unhappiness and Pain in Modern America: A Review Essay, and Further Evidence, on Carol Graham’s \textit{Happiness for All}? 16 (2017).


\textsuperscript{79} See generally Winfried Häuser et al., \textit{The Opioid Epidemic and the Long-Term Opioid Therapy for Chronic Noncancer Pain Revisited: A Transatlantic Perspective}, 6 Pain Mgmt. 249 (2016); see also Dina Gusovsky, \textit{Americans Consume Vast Majority of the
experienced at least three previous cycles of booms and panics, followed by periods of recoil. Addiction and other collateral negative consequences of opioid use are not novel public policy concerns. Nevertheless, broad public recognition and sustained interest in overdose are new.

What is deemed a drug “crisis” or “epidemic” worthy of concerted public policy focus is evidently arbitrary. Even at its current—and projected—shocking levels, opioid-involved overdoses kill far fewer Americans per year than other drugs. Yearly, alcohol-related overdose and disease are linked to approximately 88,000 U.S. fatalities, while tobacco is responsible for a shocking 480,000 American deaths. Though certainly noteworthy in human and financial terms, these critical public health issues receive far less legislative or media attention.

For decades, rising drug overdoses were of only niche concern. Although long endemic in certain urban and rural communities, public apathy towards overdose
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80 See PEMBELTON, supra note 43, at 4–6; see also DAVID MUSTO ET AL., ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF HEROIN xiii–xvi, 3–13 (2002).

81 See PEMBELTON, supra note 43, at 4–6.

82 Scott Burris et al., Stopping an Invisible Epidemic: Legal Issues in the Provision of Naloxone to Prevent Opioid Overdose, 1 DREXEL L. REV. 273, 274–76 (2009) (noting the number of high-profile deaths from heroin or prescription drug overdose over the course of the last several decades of the twentieth century, and the corresponding lack of action to address this issue).


was pervasive, only to be interrupted by tragic celebrity deaths. Meanwhile, by framing heroin and nonmedical opioid use as a moral failing, criminal law codified societal stigma and stunted public health and other effective response to this long-standing problem.

In the late 2000s, this apathy would give way to increasing visibility and alarm, as overdose deaths grew in number and shifted beyond their prior confinement to geographical and demographic realms of concentrated disadvantage. The rapid and unexpected pace of this diffusion explains the popularity of the moniker “epidemic” being used to describe the phenomenon. As explored in detail elsewhere, this figurative use of the word conjures up a literal contagion. By invoking this framing, thought leaders, members of the media, and the public embraced a discursive vision of the overdose crisis as being fueled by prescription medications and health care providers as vectors of a contagion.

When it comes to framing public policy narratives, language matters. As discussed in more detail elsewhere, the vector narrative foregrounds opioid supply, with a root cause analysis that focuses on overprescription of opioid painkillers. This narrative faults the health care system for its well-intentioned, but misguided efforts to better address undertreated pain. Its prototypical villain is the pharmaceutical

---


94 Id.

95 See El-Sabawi, supra note 83, at 1364–68.

96 See Dasgupta et al., supra note 93, at 184.
industry, whose malfeasance\(^7\) and regulatory capture\(^8\) helped exploit gaps in provider education\(^9\) and perverse incentives.\(^10\) These efforts did in fact sharply boost utilization of opioid analgesics,\(^11\) making them the first-line treatment for many types of pain.\(^12\) In 1999, accidental opioid poisonings began to grow in tandem.\(^13\) This ushered in the era of the so-called “prescription drug epidemic” and subsequent remedial policy and programmatic interventions.\(^14\)

By 2010, the year Joshua Banka reportedly shifted his opioid use from prescription drugs to heroin, the crisis entered its second phase. Driven by a variety of pull and push factors, use of opioid prescription drugs began transitioning to street


\(^{9}\) Ingrid A. Binswanger et al., Overdose Education and Naloxone for Patients Prescribed Opioids in Primary Care: A Qualitative Study of Primary Care Staff, 30 J. GEN. INT. MED. 1837, 1839 (2015).


\(^{14}\) See generally DEBORAH A. STONE, POLICY, PARADOX, AND POLITICAL REASON (1988).
opioids like heroin and counterfeit pills.\textsuperscript{105} In the context of the ever-more restrictive policy and logistical barriers to prescription drug access, individuals dependent on—or addicted to—opioids found alternatives on the street.\textsuperscript{106} At that juncture, despite decades of investment in drug-control measures at home and abroad, illicit alternatives to prescription opioids were widely available in many U.S. communities.\textsuperscript{107}

Once exposed to clandestine supply chains,\textsuperscript{108} people using opioids saw their overdose and other health risk skyrocket.\textsuperscript{109} Around 2014, the crisis entered its third, most deadly, current phase: Illicitly manufactured fentanyl—a far more potent opioid than heroin—began to dominate the black-market supply.\textsuperscript{110} Deaths linked to this and other synthetic analogues began their stratospheric rise, nearly tripling within a short time.\textsuperscript{111} This deadly climb continues, largely uncontained, to this day.\textsuperscript{112}

Under the vector model, contagion containment efforts focus on tracing and eliminating the disease agent and its vehicles—or vectors.\textsuperscript{113} Both public health and criminal justice policies draw heavily on this model in framing drug-related

\textsuperscript{105} See Dasgupta et al., \textit{supra} note 93, at 183–84; see also Beletsky, Deploying \textit{Prescription Drug Monitoring}, \textit{supra} note 89, at 155.


\textsuperscript{107} \textit{Id.}; Daniel Rosenblum et al., \textit{The Entry of Colombian-Sourced Heroin into the US Market: The Relationship between Competition, Price, and Purity}, 25 \textit{INT’L J. DRUG POL’Y} 1, 88–95 (2014).


\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.}

problems. This view of complex sociostructural problems reinforces simplistic public policy approaches. By narrowly defining the “opioid epidemic” as a purely supply-driven phenomenon, decision-makers overlooked proven prevention and response tools. These missteps led the crisis to morph from bad to worse.

The “epidemic” narrative is problematic insomuch as it deflects focus from the true scope and causes of the crisis. Take, for example, the structure and function of the healthcare and health insurance systems and the role they have played in the etiology of this crisis. The gaps in access; the high cost; the poor quality; and the poor cultural competence in provision of physical, mental, and behavioral health services all increase an individual’s demand for opioid analgesia. In fact, economic distress, social isolation, concentrated disadvantage, occupational stress, and numerous other factors all contribute to demand for physical and emotional relief offered by opioids. To be clear, high opioid utilization and overdose are symptoms of structural dysfunction in American society.

Instead of a renewed focus on such systems-level factors, policy response to the crisis has been principally operationalized through a suite of supply-side interventions of unclear utility, including the deployment of prescription limits,

---


118 Dasgupta et al., supra note 93, at 182–86.
prescription drug monitoring systems, and prosecutions of providers and patients.\textsuperscript{119} These policy interventions to restrict opioid supply in the healthcare arena have caused the pendulum of access to swing rapidly in the opposite direction.\textsuperscript{120} Applied to—deservedly unsympathetic—pharmaceutical companies, narratives focused on corporate malfeasance have generated enormous momentum for litigation.\textsuperscript{121} The resulting “riptide” has engendered problems in providing adequate care for pain patients and maintaining patient engagement, explaining the transition to the black market.\textsuperscript{122}

In the context of the overdose crisis, a rhetorical shift towards a “public health approach” began to take shape. However, as the next Part will show, this framing has been co-opted by the false promises of supply reduction. This has expanded the space for criminal justice measures such as drug-induced homicide, along with involuntary commitment statutes and others, to be recast in the role of public-health-oriented approaches.

II. THE DRUG CONTROL REGIME AND ITS ROLE IN THE OVERDOSE CRISIS

A. The Origins of the U.S. Drug Control

The first hundred years in the Republic’s history were characterized by a relatively permissive regime for the use of drugs for medicinal and recreational purposes.\textsuperscript{123} Around the turn of the twentieth century, social, cultural, and economic
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\textsuperscript{120} Kurt Kroenke & Andrea Cheville, Opinion, Management of Chronic Pain in the Aftermath of the Opioid Backlash, 317 J. AM. MED. ASS’N 2365, 2365 (2017).

\textsuperscript{121} Derek Carr et al., Reducing Harm Through Litigation Against Opioid Manufacturers? Lessons from the Tobacco Wars, 133 PUB. HEALTH REP. 207, 208–10 (2018) (explaining how such litigation, though promising in terms of litigators’ access to corporate deep pockets, will likely have limited impact on the crisis of overdose deaths, in both the immediate and longer-term future); see also Leo Beletsky, The Benefits and Potential Drawbacks in the Approval of EVZIO for Reversal of Opioid Overdose, 48 AM. J. PREVENTIVE MED. 357, 357–59 (2015) (explaining how aside from crowding out attention to meaningful solutions to the overdose crisis, this framing also obscures broader, systemic problems with how the pharmaceutical industry is regulated, as illustrated in the pricing of the opioid antidote naloxone); Aaron S. Kesselheim et al., The High Cost of Prescription Drugs in the United States: Origins and Prospects for Reform, 316 J. AM. MED. ASS’N 858 (2016) (explaining how problems with pharmaceutical malfeasance and deregulation go far beyond the narrow set of concerns at issue in the opioid lawsuits).

\textsuperscript{122} Alison Knopf, Patients with Chronic Pain Forced into Opioid Tapers by Their Prescribers, 30 ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE WKLY. 1, 1–2 (2018); see also Sally Satel & Stefan G. Kertesz, Opioid Prescription Control: When the Corrective Goes Too Far, HEALTH AFF. BLOG (Jan. 19, 2018), https://www.aei.org/publication/opioid-prescription-control-when-the-corrective-goes-too-far/ [https://perma.cc/9LEX-AK8L].

concerns spurred increasing efforts to regulate psychoactive substances.\textsuperscript{124} In large part, these efforts were animated by disciplinarian and moralistic impulses operationalized through commodity control instruments.\textsuperscript{125} In concert with the evolution of policy and enforcement regimes in the alcohol realm during Prohibition, criminal law and law enforcement came to dominate efforts to reduce drug-related harms.\textsuperscript{126}

The popularity of opioids saw several booms and busts, eliciting public concern and an increasingly restrictive regulatory regime.\textsuperscript{127} The first major federal statute to construct a punitive framework to control opioid consumption was the Harrison Narcotics Tax Act of 1914, which established a system for Pigouvian taxation and supply controls.\textsuperscript{128} The same law and subsequent jurisprudence\textsuperscript{129} also misguidedly placed severe restrictions on the prescription of heroin for opioid maintenance—a measure that had been effectively employed by U.S. physicians to reduce the negative consequences of addiction.\textsuperscript{130}

During the Vietnam Era, public concern about the use of psychoactive substances and their wide availability through illicit supply chains led to the passage of the Controlled Substances Act (CSA),\textsuperscript{131} which marked a substantial shift in drug
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The CSA established a distinct architecture for the regulation of certain drugs, based on their “accepted medical use” and “potential for abuse.”

Long before President Nixon’s famous proclamation of drugs as “public enemy number one,” the Federal Bureau of Narcotics (FBN) had done considerable work to construct social panics over drug exposure. These deep roots set the stage for 1973 when, as part of this major overhaul, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), FBN, and other agencies ceded legal and functional authority over many enforcement activities to the much more powerful, and newly created Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA). Using its consolidated power, the DEA would be charged with using criminal justice tools to suppress the illicit production and trafficking of drugs in the United States. The DEA would also curate a risk schedule and a “closed system” for pharmaceutical products deemed to have substantial addictive potential in order to prevent their misuse and diversion.

With this commodity problem focus, U.S. drug control came to be organized around two categories of policy and enforcement interventions: supply reduction and demand reduction. Reflective of the Law and Economics framing, this model focuses on microeconomic levers to calibrate the relationship between supply, demand, price, and quantity. It employs administrative and criminal law tools to maintain the supply chains for controlled substances, with extensive controls on their availability in health care settings to prevent misuse and diversion.

---
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There is little evidence that DEA efforts to monitor and regulate prescription and pharmacy practices as they relate to controlled substances have helped achieve a balance between adequate access and diversion control.\textsuperscript{143} The DEA closely tracks and exerts active authority over manufacturer, distributor, prescriber, and pharmacist practices.\textsuperscript{144} Yet, starting in the late 1990s, it failed to effectively respond to skyrocketing production, distribution, and clinical overreliance on opioid analgesics.\textsuperscript{145}

Regulatory capture is a pervasive problem in the pharmaceutical space.\textsuperscript{146} This, however, was not the principal culprit behind the DEA’s dismal performance in preventing and responding to the mounting overdose crisis.\textsuperscript{147} In the years since the establishment of this drug control framework, the availability and purity of illicit substances on the American black market have only increased, while their prices have fallen.\textsuperscript{148} Ultimately, supply reduction interventions employed—and supported—by the United States have resulted in major collateral detriment in
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spheres of overdose, injection-related blood-borne infection, drug-related violence, and mass incarceration.\textsuperscript{149}

The impact of drug control policy on the explosion of the U.S. penal system cannot be understated. Since the 1980s, the number of Americans behind bars has risen by 500 percent.\textsuperscript{150} At the peak of the national incarceration boom in 2008, there were more than seven million adults cycling in and out of U.S. jails and prisons.\textsuperscript{151} Although this number has seen a recent decline, 6.5 million adults currently remain under the control of the criminal justice system, with 70 percent on probation and parole.\textsuperscript{152} A substantial proportion of this turbo-charged carceral paradigm is attributed to the “War on Drugs,”\textsuperscript{153} as well as to the sharp defunding and dismantling of publicly financed mental health treatment, substance use treatment, and other social safety net resources.\textsuperscript{154} Many of those in the criminal justice system meet the clinical definition of substance use disorders and exhibit mental health comorbidities.\textsuperscript{155}

Racial and economic disparities also underscore mass incarceration. In 2010, individuals sentenced to state prisons for drug-related crimes were disproportionately poor people of color.\textsuperscript{156} Evidence that economically
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disadvantaged individuals and minority individuals are not systematically more likely to misuse drugs or engage in drug-related crimes underscores the gross and systemic injustice of these disparities.

B. Criminalizing Addiction: From “Diseased Soul” to “Brain Disease”

The use of substances to alter the human condition is as old as civilization itself. Alcohol and other intoxicating substances were a core part of the American colonial experience—as medicinal, recreational, and performance-enhancing agents. The Industrial Revolution’s focus on productivity and discipline, however, began to bolster existing moralistic attitudes towards excessive substance use. Enmeshed in increasing concerns about poverty, crime, and truancy in quickly urbanizing society, the “diseased soul” view of addiction invoked criminal law responses. Racialized and xenophobic sentiments further bolstered the framing of addiction as deviant, and antisocial; the impulse for increased control paved the way for the Temperance Movement and the evolution of laws criminalizing various aspects of drug and alcohol at the local, state, and federal levels.

It took decades for the scientific consensus to evolve from the conception of problematic substance use as a moral and character defect. Advances in psychology and other scientific disciplines gradually shifted this understanding towards a medicalized view, framing addiction as an actual disease, rather than a moral one. One codification of this evolution was the classification of addiction as a psychological disorder by the American Psychological Association with the publication of its first Diagnostic and Statistical Manual in 1952.

---
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This evolving understanding soon found its way into American jurisprudence. For instance, the 1962 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Robinson v. California struck down a law criminalizing addiction on Eighth Amendment grounds. In a fragmented opinion, the Court held that it is cruel and unusual to criminalize addiction because it is an “illness.” Since Robinson, scientific advances in the understanding of problematic substance use have accelerated, though new knowledge has been slow to enter the realm of criminal law.

The dominant empirical view of substance use disorder is the “brain disease model of addiction” (BDMA), which faults impairments in the structure and function of the brain for poor impulse control. But critics of the BDMA point to the importance of situational, environmental, and other factors, sometimes decrying the overreliance on “reductionist” brain pathology to explain a complex sociophysiological phenomenon. An evolving framework integrates these views as complementary, rather than oppositional, by considering how a variety of environmental and situational stressors may neurologically impact impulsivity control and related brain function.

Although this debate continues to evolve, there is broad agreement that severe substance use disorder (SUD) is a chronic illness, characterized by relapse and the rejection of a curative frame. Critical to this discussion is that addiction—now defined as severe SUD—is characterized by continued, compulsive drug use despite negative consequences. Such consequences include employment, family, or other problems resulting from drug consumption. In other words, the established
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scientific consensus predicts that individuals affected by addiction will substantially
discount—or totally disregard—legal risks and threats of punishment as a matter of
course. Without needing to engage complex philosophical and epistemological
questions about conceptions of free will and decisional capacity, a system that
relies on the instrument of punishment to regulate the behavior of people affected
by severe SUD fundamentally misconstrues the nature of addiction.

This scientific construct has yet to be translated into U.S. jurisprudence, however. Although Robinson introduced a minor crack in the conception that
criminal law is a constitutionally appropriate instrument to address problematic
substance use, U.S. criminal law and its judicial stewards have proved unreceptive
to further efforts to disrupt the status quo: Despite a number of attempts, Robinson
has been distinguished away in subsequent jurisprudence that has attempted to
challenge the constitutionality of criminal laws that punish conduct emanating from
SUD.

The most prominent of such cases in U.S. Supreme Court jurisprudence, Powell
v. Texas, is broadly understood to have held that an actus reus resulting from
addiction could be criminalized whereas a simple propensity could not. It bears
noting, however, this case was decided by a 5–4 vote. In the dissent, four justices
persuasively articulated the view that criminal laws punishing addicted individuals
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for conduct resulting from the “pattern of [their] disease” violates the Eighth Amendment.\textsuperscript{181} It is remarkable just how narrowly that view missed becoming the guiding principle of U.S. criminal law in 1968.\textsuperscript{182} By revive\textsuperscript{ing this line of constitutional argument, litigation emerging out of the overdose crisis has the potential to bring some long-overdue change to this doctrinal realm.

C. Legal and Policy Responses to the Overdose Crisis

As a reflection of this historical and doctrinal context, the U.S. response to the overdose crisis has been primarily focused on suppression of opioid supply, with a distinct emphasis on criminal law tools.\textsuperscript{183} Reflecting the “vector model,” this response has drawn on multipronged policy and programmatic efforts to roll back patient access to opioids.\textsuperscript{184} The structural determinant framework makes clear, however, that the opioid overdose crisis did not arise solely—or even principally—as a consequence of lax, unscrupulous prescribing and pharmaceutical marketing.\textsuperscript{185} Framing health care providers and pharmaceutical companies as “pushers”\textsuperscript{186} calls up a familiar but misleading War-on-Drugs trope that glosses over critical structural issues that helped spark and sustain overdose morbidity and mortality.\textsuperscript{187}
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Providers experience both internal and external pressure to sharply reduce opioid prescribing. Mechanisms like patient contracts and random drug tests, when considered in combination with prescription monitoring efforts, aggravated stigmatization of substance users in health care settings, injecting suspicion and distrust within the provider-patient relationship. Faced with the risk of judgment and criminalization, patients with unmet physical or mental health needs would be deterred from seeking care altogether. For the many opioid users whose dependence had been already established, efforts to rapidly restrict access proved catastrophic.

Inadvertently, but predictably, this strategy led many patients to transition from legitimate opioid supplies to black market supplies. Opioid dependence and addiction did not simply recede with the contraction in the availability of opioid pills. Unintended, but foreseeable, this transition from health care settings exposed users to much a higher risk of overdose because of the lack of regulation over the quality and dosage in black market opioid products.

---
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As heroin began to devastate largely white, nonurban communities, its advent spurred a renewed emphasis on—and investment in—interdiction. This included major scale-up in the staffing and funding of border control along the U.S.-Mexico border, where the amount of heroin seized quintupled between 2008 and 2015. On the domestic front, law enforcement leaned on its toolkit of harsh criminal penalties to disrupt the black market for opioids, including high-profile drug-induced homicide prosecutions like that of Marcus Burrage.

This Article has already discussed how interventions informed by a singular focus on the supply of opioid drugs failed to accomplish their goals, in some ways inadvertently fueling the very problem they sought to control. But it would be incorrect to suggest that supply-reduction interventions have been the sole response advanced to prevent opioid fatalities. Before turning to an in-depth analysis of drug-induced homicide, it is useful to first examine innovative public health-driven innovations that have evolved.

D. The Emergence of a “Public Health” Approach

Public health focuses on data-driven solutions and the imperative to prevent harm before it happens. In the realm of demand reduction, the “public health response” began with public and provider education and awareness. A number of such informational campaigns focused on opioid misuse and overdose prevention.
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The federal and state governments also took on a project to reduce the stigma of problematic drug use to encourage those affected and their families to seek help.\textsuperscript{203}

Demand reduction efforts also focused on increasing access to evidence-based maintenance therapy.\textsuperscript{204} One of the definitive paradoxes of the overdose crisis is that it is currently much easier to access pharmaceutical and black-market products that cause addiction and increase overdose risk than it is to access medications designed to reduce one’s overdose risk.\textsuperscript{205}

The sheer prevalence and incidence of opioid mortality also created urgency for decisive death prevention measures.\textsuperscript{206} Expanding naloxone availability has been well-received by people who use drugs and other participants, including family members, partners, and friends of both medical and nonmedical opioid users.\textsuperscript{207} Such
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efforts have shown to reduce opioid overdose rates and be cost effective—even despite recent major spikes in the cost of naloxone.208

Though lay administration of naloxone is a vital step in the public health approach, the optimal response to an overdose is timely medical intervention.209 But emergency medical assistance is too often not summoned when an overdose occurs. This could be because there is no one to make the call; however, even when there are bystanders who could call for help, they often fail to do so.210 Witnesses of overdoses report they avoid contacting 911 because of concerns about police contact and a cascade of legal consequences.211

The fear of legal consequences to overdose victims or bystanders is of key relevance to drug-induced homicide and warrants special attention. By default, dispatcher systems in most U.S. jurisdictions distribute emergency calls regarding suspected overdoses to law enforcement.212 Depending on the jurisdiction’s emergency response design and geographical setting, the police may be the first to arrive on the scene. Their role has traditionally included providing security to emergency medical personnel, but also frequently includes various forms of intelligence gathering.213 Police involvement at overdose scenes may result in arrests on drug, parole violation, weapons, and other charges.214 It may also lead to loss of child custody, violation of community supervision conditions, and other legal consequences rooted in pervasive stigmatization of substance use, but not directly linked to criminal law.215

Research suggests that fear of police contact and legal detriment is actually the single most important reason why people who witnessed overdoses do not seek
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timely emergency medical help.\textsuperscript{216} This is particularly true of events that involve heroin: out of all such overdoses, witnesses report calling 911 less than half the time.\textsuperscript{217}

The fear of legal repercussions likely costs thousands of American lives each year. What fuels these deadly fears? At least in part, recent high-profile prosecutions tied to overdose events.\textsuperscript{218}

\section*{E. Redefining the Role of Criminal Law and Policing Practice}

Public-health-focused innovation in response to the overdose crisis has even impacted the stalwart focus on supply reduction laws and enforcement interventions.\textsuperscript{219} Criminal justice professionals, including police and prosecutors, have spoken out in recent years about their frustration with the traditional drug control regime that emphasizes punishment and retribution.\textsuperscript{220}

Public health innovation in the United States has the tendency to spring from local communities advocating for their needs. This is the level where frontline personnel engage in experimentation that defies traditional silos and, at times, contravenes formal and informal norms in search of pragmatic solutions.\textsuperscript{221} As a result, the discourse around the overdose crisis has begun to frame it as a “public health problem, and not just a criminal problem.”\textsuperscript{222} Despite some recent shifts in
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the opposite direction, the adage that “we can’t arrest our way out” of an overdose and addiction crisis now figures prominently into policy discussions at all levels of government.

To remove barriers to help-seeking, almost all states have now passed 911 or Good Samaritan laws, which carve out immunity from a limited set of criminal provisions to reduce the legal consequences of calling 911. As part of a comprehensive overdose package, New Mexico enacted one of the first such laws exempting both the caller and the victim from drug possession charges. However, this law and all others are limited to drug possession charges and do not extend to drug trafficking charges. More progressive provisions also cover parole violations and actual arrest, not just amnesty from prosecution.

The role of risk perception is critical in this area. Research demonstrates that people who use drugs—as well as, to a considerable extent, police officers—lack an accurate understanding of Good Samaritan policies. When weighing the risk of arrest during an overdose event, users’ assessment of their risk of arrest is substantially higher than that of police. Some officers report using their discretion to not arrest or charge individuals for various violations in the spirit of the law, even if these are not covered by the scope of the Good Samaritan amnesty. The extent to which such selective law enforcement decisions are articulated and communicated to the broader public is unclear. Ultimately, it is the perception of bystanders about legal risks to self or the victim that drives help-seeking behavior.
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230 See Banta-Green et al., supra note 212, at 1107–08.
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232 See generally Latimore & Bergstein, supra note 49.
The primary public health innovation in the criminal justice realm has been police training and access to naloxone.233 Popularized as the “Quincy Model” after its successful adoption in 2010,234 it has rapidly expanded to police forces across the country.235 Police are especially likely to be the first to arrive on the scene of an overdose in rural locales and other settings like tribal areas, where emergency medical service response times can be substantially longer than those of law enforcement personnel.236 Nationwide, law enforcement officers outnumber medical first responders by approximately a factor of three.237 Over 2,400238 police agencies have now trained and equipped officers to resuscitate individuals during an overdose, and they have done so in countless overdose events.239

Aside from this direct role in rescue operations, law enforcement can also contribute to overdose prevention through other activities. These could include disseminating information about signs and symptoms of overdose,240 advice on

---

accessing naloxone, promoting Good Samaritan policies, and facilitating linkage to drug treatment and other services. 

Although Good Samaritan policies may have limited impact on actual arrest practices, concerns about being arrested at the scene of an overdose may or may not be based on the correct perception of risk. In fact, research suggests that users may estimate such risk as higher than self-reported practices by police.

Another notable example of police innovation is the Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD) model. This intervention emerged as a result of a deliberation process between criminal justice and public defender organizations. The LEAD model offers police a structure for prearrest diversion that can be discretionarily applied to people who use drugs and other nonviolent offenders. This structure is distinct from other service linkage interventions in that it gives police the tools to facilitate access to a case manager, who then acts as a navigator for broad range of housing, job training, health, and other social services above and beyond
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244 Banta-Green et al., supra note 212, at 1108.

245 Id. As new programs linking police to treatment navigation and other resources, the risk of arrest may decline. See, e.g., Press Release, N.Y. Police Dep’t, Groundbreaking Heroin Overdose Prevention & Education (“HOPE”) Program Announced on Staten Island (Feb. 16, 2017), http://nypdnews.com/2017/02/groundbreaking-heroin-overdose-prevention-education-hope-program-announced-on-staten-island/ [https://perma.cc/LC7Q-YJUB] (discussing how a growing number of departments are embracing these kinds of outreach activities, such as in the Staten Island precinct in New York, where NYPD recently instituted a special unit that provides follow-up education and resources to overdose victims and their families).
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It thus begins to address the structural drivers of substance use, but without involving the criminal justice system.

All of these innovations occurred in the context of broader criminal justice reform. The last decade has been characterized by a gradual bipartisan shift in numerous jurisdictions away from the philosophy of harsh punishment and incarceration. This has included sentencing reforms, such as repealing mandatory minimums and three-strikes laws, as well as reducing the disparity in penalties for powder cocaine vis-à-vis crack. It has also included clemency and pardon for individuals incarcerated on drug-related charges, along with a broader momentum towards prosecutorial reform.

Drug courts represent one additional diversionary mechanism. However, in taking on addiction as part of the drug court system, jurists are basically taking on the role of medical professionals, which they are not technically licensed, nor equipped, to do. The results are tragic, as what has resulted is highly undesirable from a health care and public health perspective. For example, many drug courts mandate that to be classified as “clean,” individuals are prohibited from engaging opioid maintenance therapy, including medications like methadone and buprenorphine.

---
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251 See generally Michael Tonry, Remodeling American Sentencing: A Ten-Step Blueprint for Moving Past Mass Incarceration, 13 CRIMINOLOGY & PUB. POL’Y 503 (2014) (discussing the steps forward in the event America moves towards rolling back mass incarceration and mandatory minimums).
These medications are FDA-approved to treat opioid addiction and are the gold standard for such treatment, but evidently do not comport with what many drug court judges and administrators consider abstinence. This folly in the drug court system has received considerable—though perhaps niche—attention as of late. There has been positive progress towards creating some semblance of standardization through proposed federal requirements. For example, refusing drug court participants medication can run the risk of losing federal funding. The bottom line is that most of these courts have done a very poor job of actually doing what they purport to be doing, which is offering those affected by addiction the help they need and deserve. Ultimately, these various innovations have certainly expanded the traditional criminal justice toolkit towards policies and practices closer aligned with public health goals. Despite their symbolic and rhetorical importance, however, these changes have been relatively marginal and fragile. Except for substantial state policy shifts on marijuana and the limited immunity provisions described above, the basic policy regime for drug control has remained intact.

Although government budgets saw some shifts towards harm and demand reduction, the enormous outlays on supply-side interventions and correctional costs

---


258 Ryan Grim & Jason Cherkis, Federal Government Set to Crack Down on Drug Courts that Fail Addicts, HUFFINGTON POST (Feb. 5, 2015, 8:51 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/05/drug-courts-suboxone_n_6625864.html [https://perma.cc/XG34-KJSV].

259 See, e.g., Ryan Grim & Jason Cherkis, New York Law Blocks Judges from Practicing Medicine from the Bench, HUFFINGTON POST (Sept. 29, 2015, 8:30 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/common-sense-wins-in-ny_us_560ae76ce4b0dd8503097d54 [http://perma.cc/JH4U-7FU7].


261 See generally Jonathan Giftos & Lello Tesema, When Less Is More: Reforming the Criminal Justice Response to the Opioid Epidemic, 57 AM. BAR ASS’N JUDGES’ J. 28 (2018) (discussing various methods of treatment for opioid addiction, and concluding that the reliance on the criminal justice system is the least effective for lasting change).
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have continued to dwarf these public health investments.\textsuperscript{264} The failure to translate evidence into policy has meant that law—especially criminal law—and its enforcement is a major structural barrier to the deployment of proven public health strategies.

Perhaps the most vivid illustration of the flawed operationalization of the “public health approach” has been the expansion in scope of drug-induced homicide laws and prosecutions. Although these measures are billed as overdose prevention, they lack the requisite elements incumbent on public health measures, namely evidence, or at the very least, solid promise, of positive impact.

III. DRUG-INDUCED HOMICIDE: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY CRITIQUE

The implied mission of criminal justice professionals and institutions is to safeguard the constituencies they serve.\textsuperscript{265} The same goes for elected and administrative policymakers.\textsuperscript{266} Significant threats to that safety create a strong impetus to mount decisive and remedial action, using persuasive policy narratives and resonant tropes.\textsuperscript{267} Such action is shaped by the choice architecture,\textsuperscript{268} where incentives like electioneering strategies, financial resources, and the broader policy environment drive prosecutorial decision-making.

When faced with the mounting death toll from opioid overdose, some criminal justice systems and professionals have innovated by adopting novel approaches, policies, and rhetorical tools.\textsuperscript{269} Pertinent to this Article are legal provisions and their deployment against individuals who supply drugs to overdose victims. After defining these instruments, the following Sections interrogate their deployment from both theoretical and empirical perspectives.

A. Drug-Induced Homicide: The Legacy of Len Bias

In 1970, Congress first established penalties for the distribution of controlled substances in section 401 of the Controlled Substances Act; however, the law passed without a “death results” enhancement.\textsuperscript{270} Nevertheless, concerns about heroin

\textsuperscript{264} Id.; see also PARSONS, supra note 198 at 2–3.
\textsuperscript{267} See El-Sabawi, supra note 83, at 1364–68.
\textsuperscript{269} See generally Giftos & Tesema, supra note 261.
\textsuperscript{270} Brief for the United States, supra note 2, at 3.
overdose did figure into the legislative debate about the law, with a special concern about metropolitan youth, for whom heroin overdose was then one of the leading causes of death.\textsuperscript{271}

As often happens in policymaking,\textsuperscript{272} the impetus for reform came from an especially visible and shocking event. In 1986, a widely admired rising basketball star Len Bias died of a cocaine overdose just two days after he had been drafted into the NBA.\textsuperscript{273} Set within the context of unfolding concern over crack in American inner cities, the “public outcry” about Bias’ death motivated the drafting of the new death results enhancement.\textsuperscript{274} It was this provision—§ 841(b)(1)(C)—that federal prosecutors would years later used to charge Marcus Burrage.\textsuperscript{275}

Today, almost half of U.S. state jurisdictions have a specific statute to facilitate drug-induced homicide prosecutions.\textsuperscript{276} Although they all use an analogous instrumental framework, these provisions use a variety of criminal law constructs, including felony-murder,\textsuperscript{277} depraved heart offenses,\textsuperscript{278} or involuntary or voluntary

\textsuperscript{271} Id.


\textsuperscript{274} Id.; see also Brief for the United States, supra note 2, at 3.

\textsuperscript{275} Burrage v. United State, 541 U.S. 204, 206 (2014).


manslaughter. At the extreme end of the punitive spectrum, states like West Virginia prosecute drug-induced homicide under first-degree murder provisions, punishable by life in prison, and possibly the death penalty.

In the context of the overdose crisis, an increasing number of jurisdictions have proposed entirely new or enhanced drug-induced homicide provisions to add to their arsenal. The number of such proposals has significantly increased in recent years.

B. Trends in Deployment of Drug-Induced Homicide Prosecutions

Aside from the surging policy reform push, there have been concerted efforts to disseminate the prosecutorial strategy across the country. For instance, prosecutors have led workshops focused on how to conduct overdose death scene investigations and to work up drug-induced homicide charges. The U.S. Department of Justice specifically recommended prosecuting heroin dealers in cases of overdose by more actively utilizing the “death results” enhancement that was used in Burrage. In addition to these dissemination strategies, the infrastructure for these investigations has increasingly been reliant on interagency “task forces,” which have been funded by both criminal justice and public health funds earmarked for overdose crisis response.

The principal supposed impact channel for the deployment of drug-induced homicide deployment is informational. It is no accident that “sending a message” is the stated legislative and prosecutorial objective of these instruments and their applications. This is why lawmakers, prosecutors, and law enforcement officials package their policy narratives about these laws and prosecutions into press
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280 W. VA. CODE ANN. § 61-2-1 (2018). There have been no death penalty sentences handed out in these cases.
281 LASALLE, supra note 31, at 64–65 (listing 17 different proposals in state legislatures between 2015 and 2017).
284 Walker, supra note 33.
285 See, e.g., supra notes 23–24 and accompanying text.
materials\textsuperscript{286} and hold high-profile press conferences\textsuperscript{287} when discussing drug-induced homicide charges and convictions. Whatever the eventual impact of the message, mass media plays a vital function in delivering this message to its audiences.\textsuperscript{288} Before proceeding to critique this approach, it is worth assessing the intensity and content of these signals.

Accurate quantification of the actual deployment of these provisions is limited by a number of factors.\textsuperscript{289} The analysis within this Article relies on online news trends between 2000 and 2016 as a proxy for frequency and amplification. Although not always optimal in presenting a generalizable picture of real-world events, big data techniques analyzing online informational ecosystems are being used with increasing frequency and precision.\textsuperscript{290} The utilization of these techniques to track the deployment of prosecutorial strategies is novel, however, and—to the author’s knowledge—is being used in a law review article for the first time.

Based on the review of existing literature, the incidence of drug-induced homicide deployments has risen sharply since 2010.\textsuperscript{291} Predictably, the rise is especially notable in jurisdictions hard-hit by the overdose crisis, like those in

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{289} First, it is important to identify the correct variable of interest—one could consider the number of individuals convicted, charged, or arrested on suspicion of these crimes. Each of these sources is problematic. Published cases are easiest to track, but only a small proportion of state-level criminal convictions are published. In addition, there is substantial variability in publication selection criteria among jurisdictions. There is no centralized dataset to enable tracking the number of charge filings, arraignments, and other procedural steps in the criminal process; such undertaking is unworkable for the purposes of this Article.
\item \textsuperscript{291} See LASALLE, supra note 31, at 11–15.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
Oregon,292 New Jersey,293 New York,294 and Wisconsin—where they doubled between 2012 and 2013.295

This signaling element makes media reports a key proxy for the deployment of drug-induced homicide instruments. A systematic analysis of news report searches mentioning key search terms296 for each year between 2000 and 2017 was conducted. Each positive hit was followed by manual review to avoid Type I error; reviewers also coded each entry on a set of characteristics, including state, relationship of the accused to the overdose victim, drugs implicated, and whether the story specified the resolution of the case. Since the dataset focused on online news reports, this information reflects a subsample of all media coverage.

Between 2000 and 2006, online media coverage ranged from just a few articles annually, then beginning a sharp upward trend in 2009, increasing at a rising rate to 2017.297 This spike in prosecutions mentioned coincided with sharp rises in overdose fatalities.298

Many of the states hardest hit by this surge in overdose fatalities have also embraced drug-induced homicide prosecutions.299 The analysis of news trends shows that Ohio, which saw 4,854 overdose deaths in 2017 alone,300 ranked as the leader in news mentions of prosecutions, followed by Louisiana and Minnesota with sixteen mentions each.301

In addition to these geographic trends, the present analysis considered the nature of the relationship between the accused and the deceased. Data suggests that

294 LASALLE, supra note 31, at 11–12.
295 Id.
296 See infra Part IV. app. I for detailed methodology.
297 Id.; see Figure 1.
299 See infra Part IV app. Figure 5 for 2019 statistics by state.
half of those charged with drug-induced homicide were not, in fact, “dealers” in the traditional sense, but friends and partners to the deceased. Bringing these cases to conviction requires a close nexus between the accused and the deceased, as well as a relatively quick resolution to respond to community pressure. Thus, these prosecutions often ensnare those who are closest to the deceased, such as the partners, coworkers, and friends.

In our dataset, of the 47 percent of the cases that do involve drug distribution by a “traditional” dealer, half (forty-three) of the individuals were either black or Hispanic, and selling to whites. These statistics are not reflective of the racial demographics of the United States, nor drug dealers as a population. In view of that context, these findings suggest that drug-induced homicide charges are being selectively and disproportionately deployed to target people of color. This disparate application can further reinforce already dire racial disparities, particularly in the enforcement of drug laws and the length of sentencing for drug-related crimes.

To understand the extent to which this dataset of 263 online media mentions was reflective of the entire ecosystem of drug-induced homicide cases, the analysis triangulated this sample with Pennsylvania’s state court records for 2016. While only seven cases in Pennsylvania received online news coverage in 2016, state
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302 See infra Part IV app. Figure 2.
303 Demonstrating the chain of custody, but for causation, and other elements depending on the statutory design makes it unlikely that anyone but the most proximate link in the drug supply chain could be convicted. However, law enforcement can use the provisions to upcharge.
304 See LASALLE, supra note 31, at 26, 41 (detailing the indiscriminate practices of prosecutors, some of whom charge friends or family as dealers even if no money was exchanged).
305 Where race data was available. This also ties in with research on “race of victim” effect in capital charging.
309 See infra Part IV app. Figure 3, Rates of Convictions (2000–2017); see also Drug-Induced Homicide, supra note 301.
records reveal eighty-nine prosecutions in that year alone.\textsuperscript{310} This indicates that the extent to which these provisions are being utilized nationally is far greater than reflected in the online news database.\textsuperscript{311}

Now that the trajectory and key elements of these interventions have been established, what follows is a discussion of the theoretical and empirical elements to estimate their probable impact. Such impact has never been evaluated empirically.

\textbf{C. Mapping Drug-Induced Homicide onto Intended Objectives of Criminal Law}

\textit{1. Deterrence}

The primary objective of drug-induced homicide prosecutions, as stated by the vast majority of legislators and law enforcement, is one of deterrence: to put drug dealers on notice in order to nudge—or scare—them away from black market activity, thus averting future harm.\textsuperscript{312} The operative mechanism for this intervention is the severity of punishment, typically mandated by the statute, imposed for supplying drugs to overdose victims.\textsuperscript{313}

The literature on the impact of punishment in general, and mandatory minimums in particular, on criminal behavior\textsuperscript{314} suggests that the signaling intended in the drafting and application of these harsh provisions fails for several reasons. First, the Law and Economics model of criminal punishment conceptualizes the deterrent effect to be a function of the penalty’s severity and the individual’s perceived risk of getting caught.\textsuperscript{315}

Second, in order for the deterrence effect to become operational under the Law and Economics model, there must be a stable and transparent informational

\textsuperscript{310} \textsc{The Unified Judicial Sys. of Pa., Drug Delivery Resulting in Death Citations at Five-Year High} (Mar. 9th, 2018), http://www.pacourts.us/news-and-statistics/news?Article=959 [http://perma.cc/VD9C-LBAV] (comparing the total number of drug induced homicide cases filed in Pennsylvania). Local media rarely covered these cases. So far, analyses tracking the uptick in cases have only analyzed media reports, which means they are happening at a much higher frequency than has been documented.

\textsuperscript{311} See Drug-Induced Homicide, supra note 301.

\textsuperscript{312} John H. Tucker, \textit{Angela Halliday Was a Junkie. Does that Make Her a Murderer?}, \textsc{Riverfront Times} (Aug. 4, 2011), https://www.riverfronttimes.com/stlouis/angela-halliday-was-a-junkie-does-that-make-her-a-murderer/Content?oid=2495594 [http://perma.cc/X2S6-757G] (“We intend to absolutely make an example of these people in public. I want to scare people from getting into this.”).


\textsuperscript{314} Michael Tonry, \textit{The Mostly Unintended Effects of Mandatory Penalties: Two Centuries of Consistent Findings}, 38 Crime & Just. 65, 93 (2009).

environment about the components of the penalty calculus.\textsuperscript{316} The imposition of the drug-induced homicide provisions depends on several nested events, each with an unknown—and unknowable—probabilistic setting.\textsuperscript{317} This includes the probability that the drug provided will cause an overdose, whether the overdose will be fatal, and whether the toxicology will identify the drug and link it to the dealer. Each of these nested probabilities is neither stable nor transparent. For instance, the vast majority of overdoses are due to polydrug toxicity.\textsuperscript{318} Even if the dealer could predict the risk profile of their own product, they have no way of predicting what other substances the user may consume at a later time and how these substances may interact with the product.

Third, Behavioral Economics provides an additional basis for critique.\textsuperscript{319} In a Classical Economics framework, the aim of criminal penalty is to impose an additional cost to drug dealing, thus nudging the individual towards a suitable and less costly alternative.\textsuperscript{320} This implies that the person impacted is indeed a “drug dealer”—a somewhat ambiguous notion, given the fluidity of transactional relationships between people who use drugs.\textsuperscript{321} From a structural perspective, many street-level dealers—the kinds of actors who are typically on the receiving end of these penalties—engage in subsistence black market activity precisely because of the lack of other suitable employment alternatives.\textsuperscript{322}

Fourth, there is a basis to question whether or not the “rational actor model” is applicable as an empirical matter.\textsuperscript{323} Some of those impacted by these prosecutions—including many of the “dealers”—may themselves be affected by severe forms of SUD.\textsuperscript{324} No matter whether one ascribes to the fully medicalized BDMA described above, there is little question that individuals with SUD do not
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\item \textsuperscript{316} See id.
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\item \textsuperscript{318} Shane Darke, Opioid Overdose and the Power of Old Myths: What We Thought We Knew, What We Do Know, and Why It Matters, 33 DRUG & ALCOHOL REV. 109, 112 (2014).
\item \textsuperscript{319} See THALER & SUNSTEIN, supra note 268.
\item \textsuperscript{320} Frank Chaloupka & Rosalie Liccardo Pacula, Economics and Anti-Health Behavior: The Economic Analysis of Substance Use and Abuse, in REFRAMING HEALTH BEHAVIOR CHANGE WITH BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS, 79–80 (Bickel & Vuchinich, eds., 2000).
\item \textsuperscript{321} Jonathon Caulkins & Peter Reuter, Illicit Drug Markets and Economic Irregularities, 40 SOCIO-ECON. PLAN. SCI. 1, 5–7 (2006).
\item \textsuperscript{322} Jeff Winkler, Drug Dealer Explains Economics of Selling Part-Time, HUFFINGTON POST (Aug. 14, 2017), https://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/08/14/drug-dealer-economics-part-time_n_1775811.html [http://perma.cc/ZTQ5-LMWE] (“[E]ssentially it is the same as living paycheck-to-paycheck, which is sort of a sad fact and kind of why I’m [selling drugs] in the first place, because you know what, paycheck-to-paycheck isn’t enough anymore.”).
\item \textsuperscript{324} See LA SALLE, supra note 31, at 51.
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comport with the Classical Economics view of *homo economicus*. 325 This substantially undermines the application of Law and Economics model of deterrence in this realm. 326 If assuming the rational actor model is operative, this leads to an absurd result because a rational seller who depends on a consistent clientele would never intentionally sell a product that cuts his consumer base. 327

Fifth, the additional cost may also be conceptualized to incentivize a shift away from a certain drug supply chain that is especially risky (e.g., because the product is laced with fentanyl). 328 This depends on two factors: one, knowledge of the contents in the product; and two, ability to shift to an alternative supplier. Neither of these conditions typically reflect reality. Low-level dealers rarely know the contents of the product in their supply chain or can predict its risk. 329 These contents also frequently fluctuate—often as a result of interdiction activities and other law enforcement efforts to disrupt the market, 330 further complicating any rational decision-making.

From an empirical perspective, we saw a massive failure of this choice architecture model in the context of the powder cocaine versus crack cocaine disparity. 331 This provision did not impact the availability or consumption of crack but did fuel mass incarceration of mostly impoverished African-American men. 332

2. Incapacitation

The incapacitation objective of enhanced and prolonged mandatory sentences is similarly vulnerable to several critiques. It has long been discredited by empirical
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327 David Hillier, *We Asked Dealers If They Care About Their Customers’ Safety*, VICE (July 14, 2017, 1:49 PM), https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/bjxz4v/we-asked-dealers-if-they-care-about-their-customers-safety [http://perma.cc/WT7T-TDHV] (interviewing drug dealers that said they did not care about their clients because they sold to older groups or because they never directly met their customers).
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research, though it is now resurgent at the center of some states’ and the current federal administration’s strategy to combat the overdose crisis.

The stated objectives for some policy and prosecutorial deployments is to incapacitate major dealers, not street-level sellers. The feasibility of this is questionable. As *Burrage* and subsequent cases illustrate, evidentiary parameters constrain the scope of application of these provisions. In his opinion in *Burrage*, Justice Scalia provided an engaging illustration of this problem in terms of layers of causation that can be attributed for hitting a home run.

The analysis of the cases suggests that the application of drug-induced homicide provisions is constrained by evidentiary concerns only to tightly proximate individuals. Finally, from a historical perspective, the emergence of the overdose crisis just as the United States had reached the zenith of mass incarceration on drug-related offenses severely undercuts the broader incapacitation rationale.
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337 Ovalle, *supra* note 335.

338 *Burrage* v. United States, 571 U.S. 204, 211–12 (2014) (“Consider a baseball game in which the visiting team’s leadoff batter hits a home run in the top of the first inning. If the visiting team goes on to win by a score of 1 to 0, every person competent in the English language and familiar with the American pastime would agree that the victory resulted from the home run. This is so because it is natural to say that one event is the out-come or consequence of another when the former would not have occurred but for the latter. It is beside the point that the victory also resulted from a host of other necessary causes, such as skillful pitching, the coach’s decision to put the leadoff batter in the lineup, and the league’s decision to schedule the game. By contrast, it makes little sense to say that an event resulted from or was the outcome of some earlier action if the action merely played a nonessential contributing role in producing the event.”).
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3. Retribution

Retribution is arguably the most central objective of these interventions, whereby the action itself and its communication is designed to assure those bereaved by the particular overdose that “justice is being done.” By speaking to members of the public, these actors are also seeking to shape the policy narrative in a reassuring way to signal that someone is being held responsible for the victim’s death, as well as for the ongoing carnage.

The actual application of the retribution rationale is probably the most aligned out of all of the implied objectives. Many—though by no means all—victims’ families and others express support for drug-induced homicide prosecutions. But considering many of the accused are themselves marginalized and may suffer from addiction, the application of this intervention only further traumatizes already vulnerable people. This pattern fits with the broader critique of “the politics of victimhood,” which uses the victims’ rights framework to rationalize policy narratives that emphasize retributive, rather than rehabilitative approaches.
Finally, the application of a harsh sentence for an action considered by most to be a minor offense violates the principle of proportionality.\textsuperscript{347} Surely, the death of any person is tragic. Singling out friends, dealers, or doctors who may have contributed to that fatality is both unfair and arbitrary, resulting in misplaced blame that muddles effective remedial action.

4. Population Health Impact

In addition to the theoretical and empirical critiques articulated above, the discussion of public health imperatives and structural drivers of the crisis implies additional concerns.\textsuperscript{348} Treating every overdose event as a crime scene and charging overdose witnesses with drug-induced homicide can deter help-seeking during overdose emergencies.\textsuperscript{349} From the public health point of view, the benefit of saving the life of an overdose victim outweighs any retributive, deterrent, or other criminal justice rationale for prosecuting bystanders for their potential role in an unintentional overdose event.\textsuperscript{350}

Despite their prominent place in materials put forward by other agencies on the overdose crisis,\textsuperscript{351} it is no accident that the former Surgeon General’s landmark report on the overdose crisis does not mention drug-induced homicide as an overdose prevention strategy. Its absence among researchers who have studied the roots of the crisis is simple: it isn’t a strategy.\textsuperscript{352}

But because law enforcement perceives them as an effective signaling vehicle, such counterproductive efforts receive wide media coverage.\textsuperscript{353} Contrast this to Good Samaritan laws, which typically receive little exposure and are only marginally known and understood by the members of the public.\textsuperscript{354} Lack of clarity about the technical implications of these competing provisions likely leads to overestimation of legal risk. This scrambling of competing behavioral signals may, in part, explain the relatively anemic impact of Good Samaritan laws on help-seeking observed thus far.\textsuperscript{355}


\textsuperscript{348} See Dasgupta et al., supra note 93.
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\textsuperscript{352} See Facing Addiction, supra note 29.


\textsuperscript{354} See Banta-Green et al., supra note 212.

\textsuperscript{355} See Rees et al., supra note 242 and accompanying text.
Although 911 Good Samaritan laws hold promise, their impact is limited by several factors. First, they only apply to a limited set of drug possession violations, typically involving small-scale drug possession; state laws also have no bearing on criminal liability under federal law, and there is no analogous 911 Good Samaritan provision on the federal level. Secondly, the vast majority of people who use drugs, the public, and even many police officers may not be aware of such laws. In this context, aggressive and mounting application of criminal prosecutions following overdose events totally thwart any positive public health impact of Good Samaritan legislation and other efforts to encourage overdose witnesses and people who use drugs to seek help.

It is also imperative to mention that the application of these interventions also appears to violate racial justice. Although the racial profiles of the accused were seldom available, preliminary analysis suggests that drug-induced homicides prosecutions disproportionately target people of color. For instance, Marcus Burrage is black, while Joshua Banka was white. These patterns harken back to the most egregious elements of the War on Drugs.

From the public health perspective, the racial dynamics of these prosecutions may also inadvertently worsen disparities in access to care. For example, disparate application of these prosecutions may further undermine trust in police among people of color. To the extent that criminal justice institutions and actors can now

356 See Latimore & Bergstein, supra note 49.
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360 Drug-Induced Homicide, supra note 301.
363 See Friedersdorf, supra note 134.
364 See generally Jonathan W. Hutto, Sr. & Rodney D. Green, Social Movements Against Racist Police Brutality and Department of Justice Intervention in Prince George’s County, Maryland, 93 J. URB. HEALTH 89, 90–92 (2016) (discussing the relationship between police and people of color and its impact on public health).
facilitate access to assistance, this distrust can create a service barrier for those groups. So, although an “angel program” of the type popularized by PAARI may work in Gloucester, Massachusetts, it would not likely enjoy the same level of popularity in a locale like Ferguson, Missouri.\(^{365}\)

Surging reliance on drug-induced homicide charges is also a dangerous distraction, which threatens to crowd out other evidence-driven efforts.\(^{366}\) These prosecutions are resource intensive,\(^{367}\) all the while many public health agencies and nonprofits already operate in an environment of extreme scarcity.\(^{368}\) The price of naloxone is rising at a time when a large proportion of funds is being spent on distributing this lifesaving drug to law enforcement agencies, rather than people most likely to be at overdose events at a time of the emergency.\(^{369}\) Although punishing specific individuals for overdose events may make us feel that we are making progress, public resources are too limited to be spent on policy theater.

Drug-induced homicide is perhaps the most vivid illustration of a larger structural problem. Doubling down on punishment and coercion as an antidote to drug crises has been the go-to choice for criminal justice actors.\(^{370}\) Other law enforcement actions in this realm have included vast scale-up in drug interdiction efforts, charges levied against overdose victims for “inducing panic,”\(^{371}\) and advent of new operating policies to detain overdose victims for admission to treatment.


\(^{366}\) See Bandy X. Lee et al., Connecting Criminal Justice, Mental Health, and Family Support for Better Delivery of Human Services, 63 Int’l J. Pub. Health 897 (2018) (describing one of the evidence-driven efforts that might be ignored—a state-wide agency that provides comprehensive services like behavioral health, housing, and community justice).


\(^{370}\) See Siegel, Turning Overdose Deaths into Homicides, supra note 367 (describing a recent webinar hosted by the Association of Prosecuting Attorneys that featured strategies to investigate all overdoses as homicides).

Legislative efforts have paralleled such law enforcement activity, advancing involuntary commitment, involuntary treatment, and other coercive mechanisms. Urgent actions are needed to challenge these efforts on both the individual and structural levels.

IV. CRISIS AS OPPORTUNITY: RE-ENVISIONING U.S. DRUG CONTROL FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

Choosing the right remedy is dependent on first being able to accurately identify the ailment. By failing to properly “diagnose” the problem, we have thus far largely failed in formulating effective remedies. Short-sighted interventions to curb overdose have primarily focused on reducing prescription opioid supply because that was believed to be the primary culprit of the crisis. These interventions included crackdowns on unscrupulous providers, new prescription course limits and guidelines, prescription monitoring efforts, and reformulation of medications to make them more difficult to misuse.

Despite modest shifts towards a public health frame, the policy and programmatic response to the crisis indicates that the change has remained largely rhetorical. Policymakers, prosecutors, and the police have continued to draw on the arsenal of carceral and punitive tools in mounting the response. These actions reflect established dynamics of policy theater, where public figures tend towards


373 To this end, Health in Justice Action Lab at Northeastern University School of Law is currently developing a Defense Toolkit to assist counsel in defending individuals charged with drug-induced homicide and similar crimes. See Drug-Induced Homicide, supra note 301 (noting that our system of tracking drug-induced homicide cases is being automated and will continue updating visual analyses of these cases on www.healthinjustice.org going forward).


375 See Dasgupta et al., supra note 93, at 182–83.

376 Id.

actions that are visible and noteworthy, regardless of their ultimate impact. Such actions are characterized by immediate benefits in terms of elevated public approval and community well-being, but deferred actual cost. Continued and relapsing reliance on approaches that lead to negative consequences in our policy response to drug crises is indeed akin to the very definition of addiction.

This analysis fits squarely within the discourse on the urgent need for criminal justice reform, especially as it relates to systems-level change in areas like the outsized power of prosecutors as arbiters of public policy. A better theoretical and practical vision for the “Public Health Approach” to the overdose crisis is necessary. Such an approach implies a move away from a Law-and-Economics-based framework towards a population health policy framework. As Wendy Parmet articulates, population health considerations should animate judicial and policy decision-making. Conceptualization of law as vested with the historical, ethical, and instrumental ammunition to pursue this goal implies that the welfare of populations, rather than solely individuals, be used as the unit of legal analyses. Parmet’s conceptualization of the population-based legal framework also implies the need to internalize and integrate public health epistemology into law in the form of probabilistic and epidemiological thinking.

Since the heyday of major disease threats, public health in general and public health regulation in particular have been victims of their own success. As the tangible threats of communicable disease have receded, the impact of public health interventions has become less visible and more diffuse. Just as public health science and public health research are generating an increasingly robust evidence base, translating this evidence into policy and practice is another matter entirely.

The “prevention paradox” is that the impact of successful public health and other preventative interventions is often in avoidance of a potential harm; it is therefore virtually “invisible.” In contrast to medicine or criminal law, the beneficiaries of public health efforts are often unidentified, and the benefits temporarily removed from the actions by years, if not decades. Costs of these diffuse benefits to unnamed beneficiaries are nonetheless borne by all taxpayers,

---

378 See Siegel, Turning Overdose Deaths into Homicides, supra note 367.
379 See Beale, supra note 377, at 445.
381 See Parmet, supra note 53, at 52–53.
382 Id.
384 See Parmet, supra note 53, at 51–54.
who tend to resent them.\textsuperscript{387} Finally, aside from highly visible catastrophic events, the rationale driving public health action is often based on probabilistic evidence that is in conflict with many people’s understanding of what causes ill health or their moral views and values.\textsuperscript{388} Americans generally favor the idea of investing in public health prevention;\textsuperscript{389} when asked about specific program expenditures, however, support markedly diminishes to a relatively small minority of respondents.\textsuperscript{390}

Criminal law interventions do not suffer from many of the same “prevention paradox” problems.\textsuperscript{391} They are highly visible, decisive, and do not require the kind of leap of faith about prevented harm that is critical to bolstering public health prevention policies.\textsuperscript{392} Criminal law interventions like successful prosecutions build on persuasive, if simplistic policy narratives, creating a perception of a tangible success to a number of key stakeholders.\textsuperscript{393} Those directly affected by the overdose may experience a sense of vindication. Prosecutorial and law enforcement incentives are highly aligned with such actions, rather than prevention or “public health” approaches.\textsuperscript{394}

And yet, investment in public health regulation and infrastructure produces not only improvements in quality of life and its duration, but also substantial return on investment.\textsuperscript{395} These data have supported arguments for shoring up existing—and building new—tools to pursue population health under a new framework.\textsuperscript{396} Public health advocates have maintained that, in the context of wider social change on the

\textsuperscript{387} Id. at 1657.
\textsuperscript{390} Id. at 2037.
\textsuperscript{391} Burris, supra note 385, at 1609.
\textsuperscript{394} Id. at 534.
\textsuperscript{395} Glen P. Mays & Sharla A. Smith, Evidence Links Increases in Public Health Spending to Declines in Preventable Health, 30 HEALTH AFF. 1585, 1589–91 (2011).
national and global levels, emerging public health threats require agility and authority in public health programming and regulatory response.\footnote{397 James G. Hodge Jr., Implementing Modern Public Health Goals Through Government: An Examination of New Federalism and Public Health Law, 14 J. CONTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL’Y 93, 122–26 (1998); see also PARMET, supra note 53, at 212–14.}

A corollary development has been in the field of public health law research, where sophisticated empirical methods are being used to assess the direct or incidental impact of laws on health.\footnote{398 See, e.g., Scott Burris, From Health Care Law to the Social Determinants of Health: A Public Health Law Research Perspective, 159 U. PA. L. REV. 1649, 1651–52 (2011).} Today, more than at any other time, the growing empirical evidence base can be used to shape policy decisions.\footnote{399 Michelle Mello & Katheryn Zeiler, Empirical Health Law Scholarship: The State of the Field, 96 GEO. L.J. 649, 656 (2008).} Given that the evidence has already established several key elements of a policy response that holds the most promise, these tools should be brought to bear on the overdose crisis.

Beyond the most immediate interventions, the structural determinant framework is critical to engage in addressing root causes. For instance, better access to health care, reducing income inequality, and assuring healthy work and living environments are all critical to meaningful efforts to address the overdose crisis and other drug-related harms.\footnote{400 See Dasgupta et al., supra note 93, 182–84.} However, there is currently substantial opposition to the kinds of tax policy, regulatory policy, and social policy actions that hold the most promise to advance this agenda. The use of labels like “totalitarianism” or “nanny-statism” is routinely misdirected at government attempts to impact structural determinants of health.\footnote{401 Consider the example of the FDA rules mandating the inclusion of a balanced set of information about the risks and benefits of prescription drugs in television advertising. The benefits are usually touted by images of healthy, happy people, luscious landscapes, or other pleasing visuals. There are no images of actors doubled-over with stomach pain or experiencing other unpleasant side-effects to communicate the risks, however.}

In contrast, addressing structural determinants implies a communitarian vision. But the “every man for himself” stark individualism attacks the social contract that is foundational to the theory and practice of public health.\footnote{402 Dabney P. Evans, The Right to Health: The Next American Dream, in THE RIGHT TO HEALTH: A MULTI-COUNTRY STUDY OF LAW, POLICY & PRACTICE 233 (2014).} This framing also encourages the view of classes, races, and regions different from one’s own as “the other.”\footnote{403 Id. at 242.} The trope of individualism also runs counter to government efforts to ameliorate one of the most significant public health challenges of our time—health disparities.\footnote{404 Id. at 245–46.}

Drawing on the maxim that “no crisis should go to waste,” the overdose crisis presents a unique opportunity to deploy population-based health legal analysis in
rethinking how we regulate drugs. The crisis has vividly demonstrated that the systems we have in place fail to meet patient needs in access to pain, substance use treatment, and other pharmacotherapy, while the regulation of black markets for drugs could hardly be any more harmful.405

Despite overlapping mandates and functions, the DEA and the FDA now each consume annual federal appropriations in the billions of dollars. Aside from an opportunity to improve public health outcomes and generate significant cost-savings, several current trends further rationalize the exploration of FDA-DEA consolidation. The regulatory landscape for marijuana is undergoing a historic transformation.406 Simultaneously, the calls to advance a “public health approach” to drug misuse imply a move away from the criminal justice-based framework that serves as the DEA’s raison d’être. Some principal challenges to such consolidation, however, would include the extensive legal reforms that would be necessary to effectuate it.

Adoption of a public health approach to drug regulation must also include a redesign of the Controlled Substances Act. The negative impact of this statutory regime and criminal law in general goes beyond its instrumental collateral harms. Doing so confronts the stark reality that the core function of criminal law is normative, intended to stigmatize drug use and people who use drugs. Decades after Robinson, this criminal law framework remains largely in place. If the goal is to reduce stigma, then revisiting the criminal law framework must be part of that imperative.

CONCLUSION

As the overdose crisis lays bare, history has proven drug control regulation rooted in supply-side interventions a dismal failure. Widespread adoption and aggressive enforcement of punitive drug laws have done little to reduce drug-related harms. In the context of the overdose crisis, an increasing number of jurisdictions has proposed entirely new, or enhanced, drug-induced homicide provisions. Both in their design and their application, these provisions promise to do far more harm than good. Notably, this analysis reframes the need for criminal justice reform as a public health imperative, critical to improving the response to the worst drug crisis in America’s history.

405 See Dasgupta et al., supra note 93, at 83–84.
APPENDIX: VISUALIZING DRUG-INDUCED HOMICIDE PROSECUTIONS 2000-2017

Figure 1. Individuals Accused of Drug-Induced Homicide* Over Time
(Online News Reports 2000-2017)

Figure 2. Accused-Deceased Dyads in Drug-induced Homicide* Cases, by Relationship
(N=213) (Online News Reports 2000-2017)

- Caretaker/Family/Friend/Partner
- "Traditional" Dealer/Buyer*
- Patient/Doctor

47% (100)
50% (106)
3% (7)
Figure 3. Dealer-Deceased Dyads in Drug-induced Homicide* Cases, By Race (N=86) (Online News Reports 2000-2017)

- White Dealer & White Buyer: 50% (43)
- P.O.C Dealer & White Buyer: 50% (43)

Figure 4. Average Sentence for Individuals Charged with Drug-induced Homicide*, By Race (N=114) (Online News Reports 2000-2017)

- White: 7.9 years
- P.O.C: 10 years
Figure 5: Drug-induced Homicide Cases by State

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Number of Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>940</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data based on Automated Analysis of Online News Sources

Source: Health Justice Action Lab  Data Updated: 1/8/2019
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Figure 6: Median Sentencing by Accused Race

- Median Sentencing for African American Defendants
- Median Sentencing for White Defendants
- Median Sentencing for Hispanic Defendants

*Data based on Automated Analysis of Online News Sources

Source: Health Justice Action Lab  Data Updated: 1/8/2019